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MEDIA RELEASE: 22 November 2012 

MEDIA LAUNCH – ASBESTOS AWARENESS WEEK 
Asbestos Awareness Week is 26 – 30 November 2012 

 

Asbestos Awareness Ambassadors Don Burke, John Jarratt, Scott McGregor & Lindsay Farris 

Launch ‘Betty – The ADRI House’ – An Asbestos Education Model House & 

The Recently Updated Asbestos Awareness Website, the Leading National Education Resource in Asbestos 

Awareness & Management for all Australians 

 

Australia’s leading men of home, lifestyle and DIY entertainment Don Burke, Scott Cam, John Jarratt, Scott 

McGregor and actor Lindsay Farris have joined forces with the Asbestos Diseases Research Institute (ADRI) 

and the Asbestos Education Committee (AEC) to launch Asbestos Awareness Week - the first line of defence 

in the national campaign to fight the third wave of asbestos-related cancers. 

Australia has one of the highest rates of asbestos related diseases in the world most likely because Australia 

has also been ranked among the top consumers of asbestos cement products per capita.  

With almost every Australian home built or renovated before 1987 likely to contain asbestos in one form or 

another; the third wave of people affected by mesothelioma (an incurable asbestos-related cancer), will 

continue to rise unless Australians start taking seriously the dangers of asbestos when renovating or 

maintaining their homes. 

To help educate every Australian about the dangers of asbestos when renovating or maintaining homes, the 

Asbestos Awareness Ambassadors will launch the campaign with ‘Betty – The ADRI House’ (an asbestos 

education model home the size of a caravan and the first of her kind in Australia), and the newly updated 

asbestosawareness.com.au website, now Australia’s most comprehensive online national resource featuring 

information on where asbestos might be found in and around the home and how best to manage it. 

In light of the results of a study conducted between 2005 and 2008 that shows a rapid increase in the number 

of mesothelioma cases as a direct result of exposure to asbestos fibres during home renovations and 

maintenance, the importance of raising awareness of the dangers of releasing asbestos fibres into the air 

when renovating or maintaining homes cannot be overstated.  

Professor Nico van Zandwijk, Director of the Asbestos Diseases Research Institute said, “It’s important for all 

Australians to understand that there is no safe level of exposure to asbestos fibres because there is no cure 

for asbestos-related diseases.  Education is our first line of defence in preventing the crushing third wave of 

cancers caused by exposure to asbestos fibres when renovating or maintaining homes.   

“Most people can’t tell whether building materials contain asbestos just by looking at them.  Asbestos can be 

under floor coverings such as carpets, linoleum and vinyl tiles, behind wall and floor tiles, in cement floors, 

internal and external walls, ceilings, eaves, garages, around hot water pipes, fences, extensions to homes, 

outdoor toilets, dog kennels and backyard sheds – it could be anywhere. 

“Every Australian needs to visit asbestosawareness.com.au where they can access important information on 

how to appropriately manage asbestos in and around their homes,” said Professor van Zandwijk. 
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National Ambassadors for Asbestos Awareness Don Burke, Scott Cam, John Jarratt, Scott McGregor and 

Lindsay Farris will help to educate Australians of all ages in the fight against asbestos-related diseases. 

Don Burke, one of Australia’s leading environmentalists and popular with all Australians for Burke’s 

Backyard said, “Home renovating and gardening are fabulous activities to get involved in.  But there are risks 

involved.  I have spent much of my life trying to minimise the risks.  We used to use dangerous chemicals in 

the garden and having initiated the establishment of a national body to get rid of the nasty chemicals, 

gardening is now far safer. Asbestos is another dreadful risk that can be avoided.  Proper education and 

management techniques will prevent many Australian people suffering a miserable end to their lives.  I am 

honoured to be involved in the Asbestos Awareness Campaign.” 

Scott Cam another of Australia’s most loved television personalities and host of The Block said, “You can’t 

muck about with asbestos.  It’s dangerous stuff.  And because most people can’t tell if a material is made of 

asbestos just by looking at it, before starting a DIY job or a renovation, we want them to visit 

asbestosawareness.com.au so they have a better understanding of how to go about things to protect 

themselves and their families.” 

John Jarratt, star of television and film for and well known for his DIY appearances on Better Homes and 

Gardens is supporting the campaign saying, “Asbestos is one product that may look harmless but it’s not.  

Last year I lost one of my best mates, actor Harold Hopkins to mesothelioma from being exposed to asbestos 

fibres on building sites. Having the opportunity to warn people about the dangers is very personal and 

important to me.  I’m delighted to be on board to support this important message.” 

Scott McGregor popular for his 30 years in the business and his roles in Better Homes and Gardens and as 

host of the hugely popular Room For Improvement said, "Many years of renovations on houses great and 

small has made me very aware of how toxic they can be and asbestos is on top of the list!" 

"Too many Australian's are suffering and dying young through the simple act of handling asbestos around the 

home. It's time to get smart with DIY so when it comes to asbestos it's a definite case of D-DIY, that is, Don't 

do it yourself" 

Lindsay Farris, actor and chair of the National Youth Theatre Company Foundation agreed to be the face of 

the campaign saying, “Young people are often oblivious to health concerns – they think they’re indestructible 

and think that asbestos is something that affected their grandparent’s generation, but they couldn’t be further 

from the truth.  Asbestos should be top of everyone’s mind when doing stuff around the house no matter how 

old or how young.” 

John Watson spokesperson for the Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authorities said, “I cannot emphasise 

enough the importance of managing asbestos safely, and providing support for victims and families.  

“Asbestos Awareness Week provides valuable opportunities such as this event and particularly the Asbestos 

Education Campaign to educate the public about the world-wide health problem caused by asbestos.” 

Peter Dunphy, Chair of the Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authorities Working Group and the NSW 

Government representative for the Asbestos Education Committee said, “We are delighted to launch ‘Betty - 

The ADRI House’ which will be a dominant feature of the asbestos awareness campaign. Purpose built, Betty 

is a model home the size of a caravan designed to demonstrate areas in the home where asbestos might be 

found. Over the next twelve months, Betty will tour cities, suburbs, rural and regional areas to inform 

Australians about where asbestos might be located in their homes. 

-ENDS- Contact Insight Communications for more information or to arrange an interview: 02 9319 3844 
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SPEAKERS 

PROFESSOR NICO VAN ZANDWIJK  

Director  

Asbestos Diseases Research Institute  

 

Professor Nico van Zandwijk earned his medical degree at the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in 

1973 and wrote his thesis on "Pulmonary injury elicited by blood" in 1976.  

He was editor of the Haematology section of Excerpta Medica until 1980, and received licences in internal 

medicine and pulmonary medicine in 1979 and 1981, respectively.  

In the same year he was appointed Assistant Professor of the Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam and 

became Consultant Physician at the Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam.  

From 1985 to 2008 he was Head of the Department of Thoracic Oncology at that Institute. Professor van 

Zandwijk has served as Secretary (1982-1988) and Chair (1988-1994) of the European Organisation for 

Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) Lung Cancer Group.  

He has chaired a number of boards and committees including: the Scientific Board of the clinical section the 

Netherlands Cancer Institute; a National Advisory Board for new lung cancer medications, and a State 

Council on asbestos related disease.  

He has also been a member of the Advisory Board of the Thoracic Section of the French National Cancer 

Institute (INCA). Professor van Zandwijk was a Board Director of the International Association for the Study 

of Lung Cancer (2005-2009) and was co-chair of the World Lung Cancer Conference (WCLC) 2011 and is a 

member of Core Program Committee for the WCLC 2013 in Sydney.  

He has authored or co-authored more than 200 peer-reviewed international papers and chapters. In 2007 the 

Asbestos Diseases Research Foundation, Bernie Banton and the University of Sydney recruited Nico van 

Zandwijk to the position of ADRI Director and Professor, Sydney Medical School. 

 

JOHN WATSON  

General Manager, Work Health and Safety Division, WorkCover Authority of NSW 

(Abridged Biography) 

John Watson currently holds the position of General Manager, Work Health and Safety Division, WorkCover 

Authority of NSW.  John is the current chair of the Heads of Workplace Safety Authorities (HWSA) a position 

he has held since December 2003, and is the NSW Representative for Safe Work Australia.  John is also the 

current chair of the Strategic Issues Group-Work Health and Safety (SIG-WHS), and a leader in his field with 

over 25 years experience in Occupational Health and Safety in Australia.  

Commencing his career in the manufacturing sector in areas as diverse as repetition engineering and the 

manufacture of paint application products, John joined the NSW Public sector in 1984 and has vast 

experience in Inspectorate work in the field and management and executive levels.  

In recognition of John’s work at both a State and National level, he was admitted as a Honorary Fellow of the 

Safety Institute of Australia (SIA). Also in recognition of John’s contribution to OHS, he was awarded the 

Public Service Medal for outstanding service in the field of workplace safety in the Queen’s Birthday Honours 

in 2007. 
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PETER DUNPHY   

Chair of the Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authorities Working Group  

Chair of WorkCover’s Demolition and Asbestos Consultative Committee  

NSW Government representative for the Asbestos Education Committee 

 

Peter Dunphy is the Operations Director and Assistant General Manager of the Work Health and Safety 

Division. Peter brings to the role over 20 years of experience and service to industry, workers and the NSW 

community in the control of work health and safety hazards. 

Peter is the Chair of WorkCover’s Demolition and Asbestos Consultative Committee and the Chair of the 

Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authorities Working Group and the NSW Government Representative for 

the AEC.  He is also the Select Council on Workplace Relations representative on the Council of Australian 

Governments Standing Committee on Chemicals.  

Peter holds a Bachelor of Science (Environmental Health and Pollution), a Master of Public Policy (Honours) 

and a Master of Urban and Regional Planning.  

 

DON BURKE, OAM  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND 

* Member of Founding Group for Greening Australia. 

* Member of Founding Group for Year of the Tree. 

* Member of Founding Group for Decade of the Trees. 

* President Australian Institute of Horticulture NSW (1979 – 81), during which time: 

 organised industry seminar on Rainforest Logging 

 organised industry seminar on potting mix 

 lobbied Jack Hallam NSW Environment Minister for first environmental weeds legislation – prior to 

that there was only legislation re agricultural weeds & drug plants 

* Board member of Landcare Australia for approximately 2 years. 

* Presented a series of Greenhouse reduction ads for the Federal Government at no cost. 

* Board member of Sustainable Development Australia which included such people as Gus Nossal (a 

previous Australian of the Year), Jeanette Holmes a Court & other notables.  Unfortunately, due to the pre-

existing commitments of most of the board, this group lost steam & faded away. 

* Several years ago when Simon Crean was Minister for the Environment, lobbied him & subsequently set up 

the National Authority for Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals which has made chemical use in Australia 

much safer.  This is now called APVMA (Aust. Pesticides & Veterinary Medicines Authority).  The aim was to 

rid Australia of the DDT family of chemicals & that was achieved.  Don served on the Board for 5 years. 

* Australia Day Ambassador for approx 15 years 

* Patron of Retina Australia for approx 20 years 
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* Major involvement with Keep Australia Beautiful 2007 & 2008 

* Chairman Australian Environment Foundation 2005 – resigned 2008 

* Australia Day 2010 received Order of Australia Medal for services to the environment, horticulture and the 

media. 

 

MEDIA 

* Presenter and Executive Producer of Burke’s Backyard TV program which contained many environmental 

segments & lead to winning the 1996 Banksia Environment Award for Media. 

* Executive Producer and Presenter of a documentary on the environmental damage caused by feral cats 

(Fatal Instincts) – screened on the Nine Network. 

* Executive Producer and presenter of a documentary Pas Chez Nous condemning the nuclear testing by the 

French at Murora Atoll – screened in Europe 

* Executive Producer of Listen to the Kids – about the importance of play for children – screened on the 9 

Network 

* Executive Producer of Backyard Blitz organising some of the biggest environmental specials on the Nine 

Network: 

1. building of Innisfail High School following Cyclone Larry with cutting edge environmental principles and 

ideas – involved Peter Cosgrove, Landcare & other govt agencies. 

2. environmental repair work on Phillip Island - with Landcare. 

 

* Author of Indigenous – a book about his own Indigenous garden showing how others can similarly create 

environmentally friendly backyards. Also wrote first book on Grevilleas (Growing Grevilleas) in 1984.  12 

other books the latest of which have been The Lazy Gardener, Organic & Revised Organic.  The Burke’s 

Backyard Kid’s Garden Adventure Kit/Book to be released November, 2012. 

 

MEDIA CAREER 

1980 – 1988 

Radio 2WS – guest presenter 

Radio 2UE – Burke’s Backyard  

Channel Nine - Presenter on Today, Midday, various Tonight Shows 

 

1987 – 2010  
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Channel Nine – Host and Executive Producer Burke’s Backyard (17.5 years on prime time TV & received 6 

Logies) 

Channel Nine – Executive Producer Backyard Blitz – (6 years on prime time TV & received 5 Logies) 

Channel Nine – A Current Affair – weekly Burke’s Backyard section of the program 

Domestic Blitz 2009 series – Senior gardening presenter 

Various Burke’s Backyard Specials for the Nine Network including: Burke’s Backyard Environmental Special; 

Burke’s Backyard Spring Special, Burke’s Backyard Autumn Special 

On-going: 

Editor in Chief – Burke’s Backyard Magazine 

Guest Appearances various programs on Channels Nine & Ten:   

Regular panellist: Paul Murray Program – Sky News (current affairs program)  

Radio segments syndicated to 14 stations around Australia 

Member of University of NSW Science Advisory Committee 

Consultant to Sydney Harbour Barangaroo Development 

 

SCOTT CAM 

Scott Cam is one of Australia’s best loved television personalities. As host of The Block on Nine Network, 

Scott’s laidback larrikin attitude has won him millions of fans across Australia.  

Scott grew up in Sydney’s Bondi and after completing school and his carpentry apprenticeship, set off in an 

old four-wheel drive to explore Australia. In 1990, following a five-year stint working a number of jobs, Scott 

decided to get back to his building roots and set up his own company. It was on a brief visit home that Scott 

met his wife Ann, and the family now reside full time in Sydney with their three children, Charlie and twins 

Sarah and Bill. 

Over the last 12 years Scott has enjoyed a successful partnership with the Nine  Network, working across a 

number of popular programs. Scott’s first appearance came on the multi award-winning show, Backyard Blitz, 

where his experience in the construction industry saw him appointed as the show’s resident builder/carpenter 

until the show’s completion in 2007. Scott then became co-host of the top rating life style program Domestic 

Blitz until 2009. Scott also co-hosted Random Acts of Kindness, and appeared regularly in  Burke’s 

Backyard, and Renovation Rescue Specials.  

2010 saw the return of Channel Nine’s The Block, with Scott as the newly appointed host. Scott was the ideal 

candidate to share his DIY knowledge and play the role of mentor and occasional judge to the competing 

couples on the show. With The Block averaging around 1.3 million viewers over the eight week series, 

culminating in 3.09 million viewers for the series finale, Scott’s ever increasing popularity was officially 

confirmed.  

2012 saw the return of an even BIGGER and BETTER series of The Block and with another series planned 

for 2013, Scott’s star continues to rise!  
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In the 2010 Q Scores personality rankings of Australia’s top 250 TV personalities compiled by Audience 

Development Australia, Scott was ranked 19th with a recognition rating of 88% and an audience positive 

reaction of 62%, which reaffirms the Australian public’s liking and trust in Scott.  

As with his popularity on the small screen, Scott has proved just as successful on the radio. In between his 

TV commitments, Scott has had regular spots co-hosting various radio shows including Saturday morning’s 

Home Improvement Show on 2GB, 2UE’s Mornings with Steve Price and Triple M’s Saturday morning show, 

Wrong Side of the Bed.  

Scott has written two successful books on building and home renovations: Home Maintenance for 

Knuckleheads (2003) and Out the Back (2004). 

 

JOHN JARRATT 
 
 
FILM 

 
2012 Django Unchained Aussie Floyd Super Cool Man Shoe Too 
   Dir: Quentin Tarantino 
 100 Bloody Acres Sergeant Burke 100BA Productions Pty Ltd 
   Dir: Colin & Cameron Cairnes  
2011 Shiver Franklin Rood Bandersnatch 
   Dir: Julian Richards 
2010 Bad Behaviour Rick Sterling Cinema  
   Dir: Joseph Stephen Sims 
2009 Needle Coroner Paul Filmscope Entertainment 
   Dir: John V Soto 
2008 Savages Crossing Phil Producer / Writer: John Jarratt                      
   Dir: Kevin Dobbs 
2007 Australia The Sergeant Bazmark Pictures 
   Dir: Baz Luhrmann 
2006 The Final Winter Colgate Three Scallywags P/L 
   Dir: Jane Forrest 
2005 Rogue Russell Emu Creek Pictures 
   Dir: Greg McLean 
2004 Wolf Creek Mick Taylor The True Crime Channel 
   Dir: Greg McLean 
1996 Dead Heart Charlie Dead Heart Productions 
   Dir: Nicholas Parsons 
1995 All Men Are Liars Barry Arena Films P/L 
   Dir: Gerard Lee 
1994 Talk Mac 
1988 Belinda 
 (aka The Midnight Dance – USA) Graeme   
1987 Australian Dream Todd 
 Dark Ages Steve Harris 
1983 The Settlement Martin 
1982 Fluteman Fluteman 
 Next of Kin Dandy 
 We of the Never Never Dandy Adams Packer Film Prod. 
   Dir: Igor Auzins 
1980 The Last Outlaw Ned Kelly Pegasus Productions 
1979 The Odd Angry Shot Bill Samson Productions 
   Dir: Tom Jeffrey 
1978 The Sound of Love Dave 
 Blue Fin Sam Snell 
 Little Boy Lost Vic Tanner 
 The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith Michaels 
1977 Plunge Into Darkness 

 Summer City  
 (aka The Coast of Terror) Sandy 
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1975 Picnic at Hanging Rock Albert Crundall South Australian Film Corp 
   Dir: Peter Weir 
 The Great McCarthy McCarthy 
 

 
TELEVISION 
 

 
2010 Review With Myles Barlow Attacker Starchild/ABC 
2004 McLeod’s Daughters – series V Terry Dodge (semi-regular) Millennium Pictures 
2003 McLeod’s Daughters – series IV Terry Dodge (semi-regular) Millennium Pictures 
2002-03 McLeod’s Daughters – series III Terry Dodge (semi-regular) Millennium Pictures 
2001-02 McLeod’s Daughters – series II Terry Dodge (semi-regular) Millennium Pictures 
2001 Outriders Stewart 

McLeod’s Daughters – series I Terry Dodge (semi-regular) Millennium Pictures 

1999 All Star Squares Panelist 
 
 
1996 Better Homes and Gardens Regular (played himself) 
 
1995 Blue Murder Jack Richardson 
1993 Joh’s Jury Juror Southern Star Sullivan Prod. 
   Dir: Ken Cameron 
1991 Pirates Island The Jackel 
1988 Tanamera – Lion of Singapore Neil Forbes 
1987 Fields of Fire Jacko Palm Beach Entertainment 
   Dir: Rob Marchand 
 G’day Australia Narrator 
1985 Palace of Dreams  
 
1984 Crime of the Decade Terry 
 The Naked Country Conrad 
1983 Chase Through the Night Clurry 
1980 The Last Outlaw Ned Kelly  
 
 
THEATRE 
 

2011 The Sum of Us Harry Mitchell Hit Productions 
   Dir: Denis Moore 
1993 Aftershocks  Company B 
   Dir: Neil Armfield 
1991 Diving for Pearls  Company B 
   Dir: Neil Armfield 
 A Streetcar Named Desire  Queensland Theatre Co 
 A Sentimental Bloke  Melbourne Theatre Co 
 Dead Heart  NIDA 
 Obsessive Behaviour in Small Places Old Tote Theatre Co 
 Season at Sasparilla  Old Tote Theatre Co 
 The Owl and the Pussycat  Old Tote Theatre Co 
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SCOTT MCGREGOR – MASTER OF CEREMONIES 

Asbestos Awareness Ambassador 

 

Scott McGregor is a well-known face from 30 years of work as an actor, presenter and producer in projects 

ranging from TV home makeovers to railway travel and history. He currently runs ‘Railway Adventures’ 

offering specialised tours to destinations all over the world. For many years he ran the Antiques and 

Collectables company Off The Rails and has spent most of his free time consumed by a variety of 

challenging home renovations. 

He is a regular MC and speaker and has recently been seen on the History Channel hosting a series of TV 

programs including The Stamp Of Australia and Australian Icon Towns. His DIY expertise was put to good 

use on Channel 7 for many years on Better Homes and Gardens and as the host of the hugely popular Room 

For Improvement.  

He has also presented two series of his own Railway Adventure programs screened here and overseas and 

was a regular face on the Lifestyle Channel as the Antiques and Collectables expert and travel guy. 

He has written 2 books for Allen & Unwin, Big Boys Toys and Fix-It, and was a regular contributor to the Sun- 

Herald for many years. When not on tour he can be found at Mudgee where he owns and operates 

Ruwenzori Retreat, a luxury mountain top tourist hideaway built from Vintage Railway Carriages or at his 

other holiday accommodation getaway, Chateau Poss, at Byron Bay. 

He trained as an actor at NIDA and since 1979 has featured in scores of TV series, films, stage plays and 

musicals. He sights starring roles in the ABC’s epic mini-series 1915 and the Coral Island and stage shows 

Bouncers and the Promise as some of his acting career highlights.  

Scott is married with 2 girls and lives in Sydney.   

LINDSAY FARRIS 

At 27, Australian born Lindsay Farris is a seasoned veteran of stage and screen. An accomplished actor, 

author and musician, Lindsay is recognised by industry and critics as a gifted and exceptional young talent 

driven by his own unique passion for the Australian Arts.   

With a successful acting career spanning more than 10 years, across film, television and theatre, in theatre 

Lindsay has worked with the Sydney Theatre Company, Belvoir, The Ensemble, The Production Company 

La Boite and Sport For Jove among many others. In film he has starred opposite John Jarratt in Bad 

Behaviour, and appeared in other films including Primal, Geography of the Hapless Heart, Paradise Lost and 

Radio Pirates. Lindsay’s short film work has included Splintered and the Ground Beneath – both films 

contenders for the 2006 and 2010 Academy Awards. 

Lindsay is Artistic Director of the National Youth Theatre Company and Chair of the National Youth Theatre 

Company Foundation and provides acting consultation to several high-profile artists, whilst delivering drama 

programmes and lecturing regularly at schools and dramatic institutions nationally including NIDA, WAAPA, 

Newtown High School of the Performing Arts, NSW Drama Camp, NSW Riverina Drama Camp and NSW 

Drama Company. 

Lindsay will play Dakin in Alan Bennett’s hit comedy The History Boys opening on February 8 2013 at 

thePlayhouse, Sydney Opera House for a strictly limited season. 
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ASBESTOS DISEASES RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
 
The Asbestos Diseases Research Institute (ADRI), located in the Bernie Banton Centre, Concord NSW was officially 
opened by the then Prime Minister, the Hon. Kevin Rudd in January 2009. With Australia having one of the highest 
incidences of asbestos cancers in the world, the ADRI was established by the Asbestos Diseases Research Foundation 
(a charitable not-for-profit organisation) as Australia’s only purpose built research facility dedicated to preventing 
asbestos related diseases.  The ADRI’s primary objectives are to:  

1. Conduct research into asbestos related diseases to provide a better future for all Australians diagnosed with 
asbestos related illness  

2. Be instrumental in promoting effective preventative measures to avoid Australians being unnecessarily exposed 
to asbestos fibres 

With the establishment of the ADRI as the first stand-alone research institute dedicated to tackling this silent and still 
increasing epidemic, Australia has taken a vital step forward in the international fight against asbestos related diseases. 

 
Malignant Mesothelioma 
Malignant mesothelioma (MM) almost uniquely caused by asbestos exposure was seldom diagnosed until the 1960’s.  
According to Safe Work Australia, in 2007, 660 Australians were diagnosed with malignant mesothelioma and experts 
have estimated that there were at least another 1,350 Australians with lung cancer caused by asbestos.  A tragic 
consequence of highly intensive use of asbestos and its products in Australia in the previous century, it is estimated that 
these figures will continue to rise in the coming decades.    

MM is a disease that develops several years after the first exposure to asbestos fibres.  However, the disease is 
currently also diagnosed in young adults incidentally exposed to asbestos fibres as children. The fact that approximately 
1/3 of older Australian homes built or renovated before 1985 contain asbestos, reinforces the significance of Australians 
undertaking adequate preventive measures.  

The prognosis of MM patients is poor and almost all will experience severely debilitating symptoms. MM is only partially 
responding to the current forms of oncologic therapy and currently there is no curative treatment for the disease. It is 
therefore critical that we make a substantial investment in medical research to find better means of understanding the 
specific biology of MM in order to try to achieve better clinical outcomes for people affected by the disease. 

Why invest in research in Malignant Mesothelioma 
When compared to other frequently diagnosed cancers such as breast cancer and melanoma, MM has been under-
studied. However, outcomes of research conducted into MM provide excellent opportunities for insights into cancer that 
can be widely applied.  For example: 

1) The carcinogen is known: For most solid human malignancies, the actual carcinogen is not known (even for 
cigarette smoke where multiple carcinogens have been implicated). The single dominant carcinogen for the 
development of MM is asbestos.  Therefore, its role can be followed in studies ranging from the laboratory to 
epidemiological studies. 

2) At-risk cohorts can be identified and followed: One of the keys to studying populations at risk of cancer is to be 
able to identify those at highest risk.  Because individuals who have been exposed to high levels of asbestos 
are at (high) risk of developing MM (e.g., occupational exposure), these individuals can be followed 
prospectively over decades in screening/biomarker studies. 

3) High quality animal models exist: Animal models of MM pathogenesis and treatment can be studied and 
translated into novel therapies for MM patients. 

4) Novel treatments are desperately needed: The options for current standard treatment are limited and new 
agents can be investigated relatively easily. 

5) Common responsibility: MM as a man-made disease that not only asks for responsibility from employers and 
legislators, but also from Australian society that as a whole, has permitted intensive asbestos use in the past.   
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ASBESTOS EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
 

The Asbestos Awareness campaign is being overseen by WorkCover, the ACTU and James Hardie and supported by 
the Asbestos Diseases Research Institute.  Funding for this campaign was provided by James Hardie Industries SE. 

 

HEADS OF ASBESTOS COORDINATION AUTHORITIES 

 

In November 2010 the NSW Ombudsman released a report called responding to the asbestos problem: The need for 
significant reform in NSW. 

In response to the Ombudsman’s Report the Government supported the findings of the report and announced the 
establishment of a central coordination body – the Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authorities (HACA). 

The HACA aims to ensure that NSW Government agencies and local councils effectively coordinate the safe 
management of asbestos across all areas of workplace health, public health and environment protection. 

The HACA has been tasked with developing a State-wide Asbestos Plan, a Model Asbestos Policy for all Local Councils 
and an extensive educational campaign to raise public awareness. 

The HACA is chaired by WorkCover CEO Julie Newman and attended by Executive representatives from the 
Environment Protection Authority, NSW Ministry of Health, Department of Planning and Infrastructure, Department of 
Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure and Services, Division of Local Government, Local Government and 
Shires Associations of NSW, Ministry of Police and Emergency Services and the Workers Compensation Dust Diseases 
Board.  

 

WORKCOVER NSW 
 

WorkCover is responsible for the issuing and control of licenses that are issued to all asbestos removal and demolition 
contractors. 

WorkCover works with the employers, workers and community of NSW to achieve safer and more productive 
workplaces, and effective recovery, return to work and security for injured workers. 

WorkCover administers occupational health and safety, injury management, return to work and workers compensation 
laws, and manage the workers compensation system. 

WorkCover’s activities include: health and safety, injuries and claims, licensing for some types of plant operators, 
registration of some types of plant and factories, training and assessment, medical and healthcare, law and policy.  Call 
WorkCover on 13 10 50 for more information on managing asbestos in your home 
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ASBESTOS RELATED DISEASES INFORMATION  

 

Imbedded asbestos fibres irritate lung tissue around them, causing a number of diseases: 

Pleural Disease 

Inflammation and irritation of outer lining of lung, the pleura. The pleura stiffens and thickens widely (diffuse thickening) 
or in patches (plaques), and can fill with fluid. This thickening can restrict breathing. 

Asbestosis 

This is scarring of the lungs: the airways become so inflamed and scarred that the uptake of oxygen from the lungs into 
the blood is diminished. The lungs become stiff and inelastic, making breathing progressively difficult. Symptoms include 
tightness in the chest, dry cough, and in the later stages, a bluish tinge to the skin caused by lack of oxygen. Asbestosis 
is usually seen in former asbestos miners, asbestos manufacturing workers and insulation workers, and usually takes a 
decade or more to develop. 

Lung Cancer 

Exposure to asbestos fibres greatly increases a person’s risk of developing lung cancer, particularly if they are also a 
smoker. 

Mesothelioma 

Mesothelioma is a cancer arising from the cells lining the thoracic and abdominal cavities. It typically grows quickly and 
spreads widely before symptoms appear, making an early diagnosis and effective treatment very difficult. The average 
survival time after diagnosis is only 6 -18 months. A very small exposure to asbestos can be enough to trigger the 
cancer, however only a small percentage of people exposed to asbestos develop mesothelioma. There may be a lag of 
20 to 40 years after asbestos exposure before mesothelioma results. 

 

 

 

 


